AD ALTARE DEI
YOUTH MANUALELECTRONIC
VERSION

Intent and
Purpose of
the
Electronic
Version
Manual

ü The Ad Altare Dei Youth Manual electronic version (eAAD) is not intended to replace group meetings and
discussions but is an alternative method for scouts to
use to record their answers.

ü The e-AAD is not intended to be the only option
available. A Counselor can choose whether to use the
“Hard Copy” AAD Youth Manual OR the e-AAD.

ü The e-AAD is an excellent option for Lone Scouts,
Scouts in remote areas, when meeting virtually or
when meeting in person.

Practical
and Timely
Use of the
Manual

ü Youth use electronic devices in their schools so using a
device is an easy transition for most.
ü Youth of differing abilities may find it easier to use eAAD instead of handwriting answers.
ü Given the current situation related to the Covid-19
pandemic, Stay-at-Home orders, and the advent of
Zoom and other virtual meeting venues, this is an ideal
time to make e-AAD available.
ü Even after the pandemic is resolved, Counselors will
have the option to use e-AAD as a tool for current and
future courses.
ü The e-AAD has been beta tested in 3 dioceses over the
past 6 years.

The e-AAD
Youth
Manual

The e-AAD is a “copy” of the printed version. The original
content of the program was not changed or altered.
Some practical adjustments were made as follows:
ü The Introduction chapter was reworded as needed to
reflect that the version is an interactive workbook and
not a printed copy.
ü The Application can be downloaded from the Manual,
signatures gained, and a completed copy submitted to
the Counselor in person or via email.
ü The Answer space for each requirement can be
expanded to accommodate longer answers.
ü Resources in the Appendix can be downloaded and
printed.

Features

ü The e-AAD is web-based.
ü Access can be gained via WiFi or a “hot spot”.
ü A Scout can use Apple or Windows software.
ü Electronic devices such as a PC, laptop, tablet,
notebook, iPad and Smartphone can be used to access
the workbook.

ü Each e-AAD participant has access to their own Manual
for their individual use.
ü Parents have access to their Scout’s e-AAD to view
their progress.
ü The status of Questions and Answers are color-coded.

Linked Videos

Linked Videos

Links to Appendix pages

Links to Readings which open in new tab

Dynamic re-sizable answer windows –
Write as long an answer as you'd like!

Device-Specific Features

Certain devices, mostly phones and
tablets, have a built-in Voice-to-Text
feature that the student can use to
‘speak' the answer and let the
device do the typing.

This e-workbook can be used anywhere you have
an internet connection, so use your driving time to
and from AAD sessions to fill in answers and talk
to your parents!

Benefits for
e-AAD
Participants

ü Scouts can access the Manual 24/7 using a variety of
electronic devices.
ü Answers can be entered by typing or using Voice to Text
features.
ü Scouts can submit answers to the Counselor at any time.
ü Scouts can create a report at any time to look at their
own progress on a chapter or the entire Manual.
ü The New American Bible on the United States Conference
of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) website is accessible by
clicking on the image of the Bible at the top of the page.
ü The system provides direct links to specific Bible verses
when referenced in the Manual.
ü Videos for the sacramental ceremonies for Baptism,
Marriage and Holy Orders are accessible via embedded
links.

Benefits for
e-AAD
Counselors

Counselors-ü Will have access to the Youth Manual 24/7.
Meeting time can be spent on teaching and
discussion. No need to check books during the
meetings or wait for the youth to present the
book for review.
ü Can create Reports that show the progress on a
requirement or chapter for the group as a whole.
ü Can look at the progress for each Scout
individually.
ü Can set target “start and end” dates for
completion of chapters and those dates will be
reflected in the Manual.
ü Can create a message for the group to see when
Scouts log in to their Manual.

Home Screen
This is the page you land on
when you log in.
You can also get back to it by
clicking on the Ad Altare Dei
Emblem

The Home Screen
Clicking on the
Emblem gets you
back to this page

Clicking on the Bible
gets you the online
version of the correct
bible

The Home Screen

Chapter List
This workbook has been
designed to follow the
chapter-by-chapter approach
used by the paper workbook
classes.
Start Dates and Due Dates
are assigned by chapter.
Once you choose the
chapter, the page numbers
will appear.

Click the
Select Chapter
Button to jump to that
chapter.
This takes you away
from this home page
and into the
workbook itself.

The Home Screen

The Class Message can be
maintained by the Counselor, so
look for new information each time
you log in!
If you don't see the
Chapter List or the
class message, click
on the Ad Altare Dei
emblem (above)
again and it should
refresh this page.

Progress
Reports

The Home Screen

This area will give you access to training
videos and remind you of some
administrative tasks.

The Progress Reports will be critical to
helping you keep up with your group!

Progress Reports
Color Coded Progress Reports let you know exactly where
you stand with your class schedule.
The same colors are used throughout the electronic
workbook, including the pages themselves.
WHITE:

No Action Required (yet)

YELLOW: Student Action Required
ORANGE: Councilor Action Required
GREEN:

Complete, no further action required

Yellow means that you, the student, are responsible for
taking the next step!

Green means that it is complete.
Orange means that the Councilor has to
take the next step.
YOUR GOAL should be to have all 0's
in the yellow columns!

Progress Reports
The Chapter Completion Report has a special feature...
Here you can find the schedule so you know when each chapter starts, and when you should be finished with each chapter.

Hint: These dates also appear on every question on every page.

Progress Reports
And The Most Useful of ALL....
The Action

Required Report

It shows you EXACTLY what you need to work on!
It even gives you a quick link to the exact page, where the questions are highlighted in yellow

YOUR GOAL is to have NO lines in this report!

Structure of
the Manual
and How to
Answer
Questions

Structure of the Workbook
The Ad Altare Dei Electronic Workbook is structured exactly like the
paper workbook. There is an introductory section that gives background
information and asks you to certify that you are qualified to take this
course.
There is a chapter on Sacraments and Sacramentals to help set the
groundwork for the Scouts, then there is a chapter on each of the
Sacraments. This gives us a total of 8 chapters, plus the introduction and
the Appendix. The appendix contains visual puzzles, code tables, etc.
that you might want to print before class to make it easier.
Each page matches the corresponding page in the book, so you will have
to 'turn the page' by clicking on the page number at the top navigation
bar.

You also have instantaneous access to the
correct version of the Bible at any time by just
clicking the Bible icon.

The Workbook Pages

Navigation Area

Page Text Area

Action Area
Answer Area

Save your answer
Submit your answer
for review by
Councilor
See the Status
(also color coded)
Check the date you
are supposed to start
on these questions,
and when you are
supposed to be
done!

Answering Questions
Notice that there are 2 buttons
with different functions.
This is on purpose.
We want you to SAVE your
answer, and then think about it
before you SUBMIT ANSWER,
which sends it to the Counselor
for review.
Think about:
l
l

l

l

Did you give a clear answer?
Did you answer the question
that was asked?
Is the Councilor going to
understand your answer?
Will the Board of Review
understand your answer?

If so, go ahead and
SUBMIT

Warnings and
'Gotchas'

Each answer is separate and has to be
saved individually. Do not fill in mulitple
answers and then try to save them. You
will lose all but 1 answer.

Remember to SAVE the answer
BEFORE you SUBMIT the answer!
Save your work often.

Jesus Saves!
So should you!

e-AAD
Resources
for
Counselors
and Scouts

ü This PowerPoint slide deck will be available on
the NCCS website.
ü A live demonstration is key to their
understanding and can be provided through a
test site.
ü Counselors will need to train the Scouts how
to navigate the e-AAD and enter answers
prior to beginning the course or during the
first class.
ü Check with your local DCCS to find out more
about training.

Counselor
First Steps

• The Intent to Begin form is found inside the Ad Altare
Dei Counselor Guide (hard copy manual).
• This is completed when starting an AAD group and is
usually sent to the local Diocesan Catholic
Committee on Scouting (DCCS) before starting a
group.
• The certifications required on the form include:
– Date of last Religious Emblems Counselor certification
– Date of last BSA Youth Protection Training certification (Must
not expire during the AAD Course Session)
– Date of last (arch) diocesan youth protection training and
background check. (Must be current in order to work with Scouts.)

• Check with the Diocesan Catholic Scouting Committee in
your area to check on their procedures.

Counselor
Training
Required

ü BSA Youth Protection Training (YPT)
ü Local diocesan Safe Environment Training
ü Ad Altare Dei Training provided by the
diocesan Catholic Committee on Scouting.
ü When a Counselor selects the e-AAD option,
training on the use of e-AAD should be
incorporated into the training requirements

Counselor
Next Steps

Once certified:
1. Start forming your Ad Altare Dei group.

q Send messages to unit members
q Parish bulletin
q Recruit an assistant Counselor

2. Contact the e-AAD Administrator Kathy and
provide the following information:
q Name, address, phone, email address for
both Counselors.
q Expected number of youth in the group.
q e-AAD Counselor Access Application
(fillable pdf)

e-AAD
Counselor
Access
Application

Setting up and
Administering
the Group

Counselors--1) Please complete the e-AAD Counselor
Access Application and email the signed
form to the e-AAD Administrator, Kathy
Polowski. This form confirms that you are
certified.
2) Provide the Counselor Name, Address,
Phone Number and an email to be used
during the Course.
Administrator Kathy will provide the
Counselor with the Session Code.

Purchasing
the e-AAD

Ø Counselor will refer Parents to the NCCS Online
Store to purchase the Ad Altare Dei Youth Manual
Electronic Version (e-AAD)
Ø Parents must have the SESSION CODE and enter
that in the appropriate field in CHECKOUT.
Ø Parents should enter the SCOUT’s Name and
COUNSELOR’s Name in the NOTES section below
“Additional Information”. This helps the Admin to
place the Scout in the appropriate e-AAD group.

NCCS Website:

nccs-bsa.org

Administrator Kathy will need the following
information for each Scout:
ü Scout’s name and address
ü Parents email address
ü Name of the Counselor of the Scout’s group
ü Session Code (get the Code from your Counselor)
Administrator Kathy willü set up the Scout’s e-AAD workbook.
ü assign the Group password.
ü provide the Counselor with a suggested outline
for the first meeting.
ü instruct the Counselor how to set up the calendar
and group message

The
NCCS
Online
Store

The Session
Code

This Code identifies which arch(diocese) you are
affiliated with. Please enter that code in the
space provided on the CHECKOUT page.
Counselors---Be sure you have been certified
and received the Session Code from the
Administrator before purchasing your e-AAD
Electronic Version for Counselors.
Parents—Please be sure your Scout is affiliated
with a Counselor and you have received the
Session Code before purchasing the e-AAD
Electronic Version for Youth.

e-AAD Costs

Scout
AAD Youth Manual- Electronic Version (e-AAD) (required)
$5.00
Counselor
e-AAD Electronic Version for Counselors (required)
$5.00
AAD Counselor Guide-- hard copy, 2016 edition.
(required for first time Counselors; will be shipped)
$10.00
Counselor Package Deal—
e-AAD Electronic Version for Counselors PLUS hard copy
Counselor Guide
$10.00

Finalizing
the Steps

• An order confirmation will be generated and
emailed to the parent and the e-AAD
Administrator Kathy.
• The e-AAD Administrator Kathy will then use
the information on the order confirmation to
create the e-AAD Manual for the Scout.
• An email will be sent to the parent and
counselor confirming that the workbook is set
up and ready to be used.

Boards of
Review

Boards of Review are conducted by the DCCS
ü A Scout can bring his/her electronic device to the Board
of Review and log into the workbook and share some of
the highlights. OR
ü the DCCS can have a computer or laptop set up and the
candidate will sign in and show their work.
ü The Scout should have a folder or binder in which to keep
the AAD application, the puzzle, word searches, code
searches, photographs, and any other information to
share during the Board of Review.
ü The completed e-AAD manual will be preserved on the
website for 2 years.

Remember to have at least 2 adults-- parent, leader,
counselor or other adult in the room when using Zoom
or any of the virtual venues for meetings or Boards.

Finding an
e-AAD
Counselor

• If a Scout wants to work on the e-AAD but needs help
finding a Counselor, a list of certified e-AAD counselors
in each diocese and region will be maintained.
• The first contact should be within the local
(arch)diocese.
• If there are extenuating circumstances that would
preclude a Scout from working on e-AAD in their home
(arch)diocese, other arrangements can be made.

Contact Info

Elizabeth Olivas—NCCS Program Administrator
Elizabeth.Olivas@scouting.org
Kathy Polowski—e-AAD Administrator
kpolo55@gmail.com

Please visit the NCCS website for more
information about our programs.
nccs-bsa.org
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